Testimonials
I have taken multiple classes from this organization. Each class has proven to be
comprehensive and modern. The classes are well constructed, expertly executed
and close attention is given to the success of each student. I have taken thousands
of hours of classes in law enforcement throughout my career. The classes given by
Rick Whitehead and his associate instructors, by far rank in the top in regards to
education. Any agency or law enforcement professional seeking instruction and
certification for various subjects would benefit greatly by attending one the
sessions.
Tyson Raleigh, tysonraleigh@gmail.com, Years of Service 11
"In talking to participants and reading their comments, it is clear that the
curriculum was vital to the needs of their departments. Your presentation in
particular was very effective in bringing home the issues on a personal level to
each attendee. It was a pleasure to work with such a professional person."
Jacklyn Merchant, Sam Houston State University
I for one have always dreaded attending classroom training until this class. The
week seemed to fly by and it amazed me how much information I retained. I just
completed his Basic Instructor Certification course and had the same experience. I
learned that quality training does not mean it has to be dry & boring training. I
will continue to actively seek any training I can from Rick Whitehead &
Associates, it's proven to be quality, up to date training that I can utilize in my
career.
Geoff Bottoms, Years of Service 8
In my fifteen years of service, I have had thousands of hours of training and
attended hundreds of TCLEOSE credited courses. In all of that time I have never
attended a course that was as well put together and informative. In all of my years
I have never attended a course that I walked away from feeling like I received a
good education until I took Lt. Whitehead's course. I truly walked away knowing I
had received a quality education.
Roger Bennett Email: rbennett@cityofconroe.org, Years of Service 15 years
Lt. Whitehead, I would like to tell you that in all the training I've had in my career,
your FTO class was by far one of the best courses I've attended. Your
professionalism and knowledge on the subject matter went well above my
expectations. The message you sent at the end of the course (during the exam) had
a profound impact on me. Thank you for adding more tools to my tool box!
Oscar Gonzalez, Years of Service 9
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